Peterborough Younger Walkers

Walk Leader Information

This document is not intended as a list of Do’s and Don’ts but instead is hoping to help walk leaders by providing reminders or points to consider when planning and leading walks.

Planning a Walk

	Is the walk suitable for the planned time of year? e.g. A riverside walk might be fine in summer but might be liable to flooding in winter.  Similarly remember that the days are shorter in winter and travelling long distances might not be desirable.


	Is there parking available at the start of the walk? If you plan to use a village hall car park then you may need to contact the caretaker to make sure they don’t mind us using it.  We usually don’t park in pub car parks (we use the streets nearby) but this can be an option with the landlord’s permission.  For walks further a field, can a convenient lift share meeting point be arranged?


	Choose a suitable start time.  A walk far from the area needs a later start time to allow for travelling.  A long walk in winter may require an earlier start time to ensure the walk can be completed in daylight.


	Are there any facilities or places of interest on the walk? It is helpful to put information on the programme such as a pub en route, special views, coffee shop stop etc.  If you do plan a pub or café stop will it be open and are they OK with a group of walkers descending on them (they usually don’t mind the boost to trade!)


	The following information will usually be required for the walk programme:


Area of Walk
Meeting Place
Car Sharing Arrangements
Map Number (Its now the 1:25000 Explorer Series)
6 Figure Grid ref and 2 Letters
Start Time (remember to also give the start time of the afternoon half for figure of eight walks)
Short Description of Walk
Distance of Walk
Walk Leader Name & Phone Number

	Help is available from group members on planning a walk, reading a map, grid references etc.


Before the Walk

	If you haven’t walked the route before, or it was some considerable time age, it is wise to recce the walk beforehand.  You don’t have to do the recce before the planning meeting.  Small changes can be made so long as the start time and location remain the same as published (but don’t change a 4 mile stroll in to a 20 mile expedition!).  Ask around the group if you’d like some assistance on the recce.


	Be prepared for a ‘phone call. Potential new members sometimes like to call the leader a week or two before the walk that interests them.  They want to find out what to expect of the walk and of PYW (be honest but remember this is a chance to promote PYW). Some members without transport might ring to enquire about lift arrangements.  We can usually help.  If you find out roughly where they live we might have a regular near by who could be willing to help.


At The Start Of The Walk

	Arrive early.  We try to encourage our walkers to be ready (suited & booted) to start the walk at the published time so try to set a good example.  Before you set off call the group together, introduce yourself and do the ‘name thing’ (where everyone in turn states their name). This might seem a bit silly but you’d be surprised how much positive feedback we’ve had from new members about this simple thing – its makes us appear very welcoming.  It is also a good idea to give quick walk summary so everyone knows roughly what to expect e.g. Idea of the route, approximate length, when there will be chance for lunch stop.   Now is also the opportunity for any social organisers (if present) to make announcements about upcoming events.


	Count the number of people on the walk – when you’re setting off after a break its helpful to know how many walkers you had at the start!  If it’s a big group you might consider appointing a back marker – just ask, one of the experienced members will be pleased to help.



On The Walk

	If you’ve never led a walk before there’s no need to be nervous.  If you miss a turn and need to backtrack, no one will mind – in fact we’re quite use to reversing!  If you are working from a map and think you might have gone wrong, or are unsure where you are, just ask for help. We’ve all done it.


	Provide opportunity for coffee breaks and chances to stop and admire the view or take a photograph.  Most walkers are there to enjoy the countryside as much as just stretch their legs. Be aware though on cold days you don’t want to be stood around too long.


	Set an appropriate walking pace.  Try not to let the group get too strung out.  If the people at the back are getting behind, its time to pause to let them catch up or perhaps slow the pace a little. It can be difficult to slow the pace when some of the group go ahead of the leader.  They shouldn’t really do this so if they get a long way ahead try to ask them to wait at the next bend / style etc.  At a coffee break you can always ask if the pace is OK for everyone. If there are a lot of styles you may not want to wait at every one for the entire group to pass through as this can make for a very slow pace.


	At the end of the walk you’re sure to be thanked by many for such an enjoyable hike!  If there were any first timers, and if no one else has already done so, ask if they’d like to be added to our emailing list to be kept up to date with our walks (they don’t have to be members at this stage). If so, take the appropriate details and pass to the group secretary or any available committee member.  There are leaflets available for new members with information about joining.  We usually allow non-members to come on three or four walks to see how they get on before we require them to join. More information can be found under the ‘FAQ’ and ‘Membership’ sections of our website – www.pyw.org.uk  


And finally

Enjoy the walk. Don’t worry about trying to enforce all the points listed above – I’ve never managed to lead a walk yet where I didn’t forget something! 


Paul Noble
Jan 2008

